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Apple's ads may be funny, but they're woefully inaccurate. Here we reveal dozens of reasons why the PC outclasses the Mac.. A
friend of mine (Drew from TVJab) asked me if I knew of any good Macs > PC lists on the web, because he is switching to a
Mac. (That makes .... 10+1 Undeniable Reasons Why I Consider Mac Better Than PC ... 5. Mac OS X has no virus headache
problems. Please note that I'm not saying there's no virus for ... Apple gives the customer the best support – survey said.. You
can prefer Macs over PCs for numerous reasons as you find better software and hardware product in the form of Mac. Lets
discuss few .... Click here to read "32 reasons why PCs are better than Macs". Click here to "Expert guide: Running Windows
on a Mac". ... 5 Triple booting.. Macs are simple to use and reliable (they're not bulletproof, but they do tend to be stable),
which is why they've scored the highest in customer satisfaction surveys .... We investigate 10 reasons why Macs are better than
PCs as we ... Thankfully Windows 10 has turned out to be a good OS, but there's still a long way to go. ... Apple offers five
different computers that come in various specs and .... There is a never-ending debate as to whether Macs are “better” than PC's
. ... On top of all that, there's no equivalent to PowerMax in the PC world. ... SEE THE BEST PRICES ON NEW MACS ON
AMAZON. 5. Time Machine and the Cloud.. Personal Computers. Reasons Why Macs Are Better Than PCs ... Mac PC is
comprised of top quality components. Be it hardware or software, .... Look for part two — 5 reasons PCs are better than Macs
— next ... One of the best things about the App Store is that it will tell you when your .... The great Mac vs PC debate. ... Here
are 10 reasons why Macs are better than PCs. ... 5. Macs are More Secure. Macs have shown time and time again to be much
less ... There's no doubt about it – Macs have the best screens on the market.. It is bceause Macs are known to be resilient to
computer viruses and malware which one of the top reasons why Mac-users have been fans of Apple for such a .... Here are Top
5 Genuine Reasons Why Mac is better than PC. ... rivalry and debate, Macs VS PCs are there on top with other greats. Both
the .... macOS vs. Windows: Which ... I'm not a Mac or Apple hater by a long shot. ... That's because macOS is more documentbased, while Windows is program-based. So when ... Apple macOS, 3. Microsoft Windows 10, 9. Tie, 5 .... Read our blog post
10 Reasons Macs are Better than PCs for the other side of the ... and require a large amount of space and top-of-the-range
graphics cards. ... 5. Flexible Hardware. Unlike Macs, the hardware in PCs can be changed and .... PC Advantages. The biggest
PC advantage is cost. Because there are so many PC makers, it is possible to find a wide range of .... Learn which make Mac OS
a preferred choice to Windows when it comes to compatibility and performance .It avoid Bloatware ,easy to .... 5 most
important reasons why a Mac is better than a Windows PC ... with very good prices: for example, a PC laptop bought 2000
dollars will be .... Related Articles. How PCs Work · 10 Types of Computers · How Operating Systems Work · Top 5 Myths
About Apple .... Apple's Mac computers are better than Windows 10 PCs in 10 key ways. ... 10 reasons to get an Apple Mac
instead of a Windows PC ... Oh, for sure, there are lots of good things about Windows PCs, when you put them up against a
Mac ... 5. Macs come with some great software for free. The built-in software ... 87ec45a87b
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